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Manipulating the excitation of resonant electric and magnetic multipole moments in
structured dielectric media has unlocked many sophisticated electromagnetic func-
tionalities. This invited article demonstrates the experimental realization of a broad-
band Huygens’ source. This Huygens’ source consists of a spherical particle that ex-
hibits a well-defined forward-scattering pattern across more than an octave-spanning
spectral band at GHz frequencies, where the scattering in the entire backward hemi-
sphere is suppressed. Two different low-index nonmagnetic spheres are studied that
differ in their permittivity. This causes them to offer a different shape for the forward-
scattering pattern. The theoretical understanding of this broadband feature is based
on the approximate equality of the resonant electric and magnetic multipole moments
in both amplitude and phase in low permittivity spheres. This is a key condition to
approximate the electromagnetic duality symmetry which, together with the spheri-
cal symmetry, suppresses the backscattering. With such a configuration, broadband
Huygens’ sources can be designed even if magnetic materials are unavailable. This
article provides guidelines for designing broadband Huygens’ sources using low-index
spheres that could be valuable to a plethora of applications.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Engineering the light scattering at nanoscale dimensions has paved the way for a plethora
of unprecedented functionalities such as nanoantennas, lensing using planar surfaces, optical
trapping, and advanced optical imaging1–4. These applications come in reach due to the
rich behavior of light scattering in the resonant regime, which we usually enter when the
characteristic size of the scattering system is comparable to the wavelength of the excitation;
that is a vastly growing branch of nanophotonics coined “Meta-optics”5. A large share of
investigations targets to eliminate the total backward scattering (or reflection) and it has
recently gained increasing interest due to its importance in a variety of applications like solar
cells6,7, light harvesting devices8, and the unidirectional propagation in integrated optics and
optical waveguides9.
One of the initial attempts was to achieve zero-backscattering (ZBS) in the stealth
technology10. There, it was first proposed that an impinging plane wave propagating par-
allel to the axis of symmetry of a rotational-symmetrical scatterer experiences no reflection
(invisible to radar) if the particle is made from an electromagnetic dual material. Indeed,
a rotational symmetry, of at least the third order, is enough to suppress the backscattering
for a dual scatterer11. Dual materials have equal electric permittivity and magnetic perme-
ability (εr = µr); a condition widely known as the first Kerker condition for ZBS
12 originally
proposed for magnetic spheres and later extended to other symmetrical shapes13,14. In Mie
theory15, ZBS is achieved through the destructive interference of every excited electric mul-
tipole moment, of amplitude coefficient aj, and its magnetic counterpart moment bj of the
same multipole order j but different parity of the scattering pattern16. See Fig. 1 as an
example of the dipolar duality (a1 = b1). The condition aj = bj can be satisfied for every j
only if εr = µr
12.
The absence of magnetic materials at optical frequencies, and indeed in many other fre-
quency ranges, however, renders it impossible to achieve ZBS using the Kerker condition as
it was primarily proposed. Only recently, pioneering works have demonstrated a strong mag-
netic dipole resonance in resonant nonmagnetic silicon nanoparticles at the visible range17,18.
This artificial magnetism is due to the circular currents inside the nanoparticles rather than
an intrinsic magnetic property. In this way, and by carefully tuning the particle size, ZBS
can be achieved at a particular wavelength by equally exciting electric and magnetic dipole
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FIG. 1: Zero-backscattering (in the backward direction: 180◦) due to the superposition
between equally-excited electric/magnetic dipoles (dashed/line) of even/odd parities of the
amplitude distribution between the forward and backward direction. The polarization of
the excitation is perpendicular to the shown plane.
moments in both amplitude and phase18,19, assuming the contribution of higher order mul-
tipoles can be neglected.
These findings set the scene for further generalizations of the condition of ZBS to include
higher-order multipoles20,21 and, moreover, to investigate ZBS at different configurations like
nanodisks, core-shell particles, dimers, and dielectric metasurfaces22–26. In all these cases,
the underlying concept is always that the electric and magnetic polarizabilities are nearly the
same so that the duality symmetry is preserved for the whole system (generalized Kerker
condition). Eventually, the interference of the excited electric and magnetic multipoles
should be engineered so that the radiation vanishes in the backward direction at the desired
wavelengths without the explicit need for magnetic materials, refer to Fig. 1 in the recent
review paper [27] for an elaborated illustration.
As previously mentioned, ZBS was demonstrated at a single frequency that resembles
the Kerker condition at the dipolar limit, yet this provides only a limited utility due to the
narrow-band functionality18,19. Achieving ZBS across a broad spectrum is indispensable for
many applications like antireflection coating for solar cells and photodetectors. One possible
approach to render the effect broadband is to investigate other particles with additional
geometrical degrees of freedom compared to spheres, such as disks, cubes, cones, coated
spheres, dimers25,28,29. That allows achieving overlapped electric and magnetic dipoles over
a broad spectrum26. Higher-order multipoles30 can also be involved to achieve broadband
ZBS with a better directionality31.
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Alternatively, it has been just recently explicitly pointed out that low-permittivity non-
magnetic spheres exhibit a large number of comparable resonant electric and magnetic mul-
tipole moments over a broad spectrum21. They possess a nearly identical dispersion in
both amplitude and phase. Therefore, instead of satisfying the rigorous Kerker condition of
aj = bj, it is possible to achieve aj ≈ bj (approximate duality) in an extended spectral region
for a large number of multipole moments, i.e., up to the order j = 8 in Ref. [21] with such
spheres, even though nonmagnetic materials are exclusively considered. That results in a
broadband ZBS over an octave-spanning band of frequencies, and even more, accompanied
by a large scattering cross-section (due to the resonant interaction with light) and a highly
directive forward scattering, which is an unprecedented result for a single scatterer. Similar
behavior has been reported for a cluster of colloidal particles32.
These recent results suggest the possibility to go a step further to realize a spectrally-
broadband Huygens’ source (a forward-scattering particle) that suppresses the backscatter-
ing, not only in the backward direction but in the entire back hemisphere, based on the
effect of the broadband approximate duality. In this article, the first experimental verifi-
cation at GHz frequencies is provided for a broadband Huygens’ source using wavelength-
sized nonmagnetic (µr = 1) spheres made of materials of permittivity εr below 3 (low-index
n =
√
εr µr < 1.73). The experimental setup is similar to the setup used to first verify Kerker
conditions19. In addition, a parametric study is presented to provide guidelines for designing
broadband Huygens’ sources using spheres of different sizes and values of the permittivity.
Low-index materials have already shown its prominence in many optical components and
applications33.
II. THEORETICAL FORMULATION
The preliminary quantity to judge the backscattering, using Mie theory, is the backscat-
tering efficiency16 Qb, which indicates the ability of a scattering system to scatter light in the
direction opposite to the illumination (θ = 180◦). For spheres, Qb is expressed in terms of
the Mie coefficients aj and bj of the expansion on radiating spherical vector wave functions:
Qb =
λ2
4pi2r2
∣∣∣∣∣
∞∑
j=1
(2j + 1) (−1)j (aj − bj)
∣∣∣∣∣
2
, (1)
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where r is the sphere radius and λ is the illumination wavelength in the surrounding medium.
Mie coefficients16 are functions of the material properties of the sphere and the relative size of
the sphere radius to the wavelength r/λ, which allows to easily scale the results to any desired
spectral region. The approximate Kerker condition aj ≈ bj requires εr ≈ µr, which in turn
leads to a broadband suppression of the backscattering21, i.e., Qb ≈ 0 and ∂Qb(λ)/∂λ ≈ 0.
This necessary condition is met in good approximation for nonmagnetic spheres having a
permittivity close to unity.
Investigating the backscattering alone could be misleading: another quantity must be
taken into consideration, which is the strength of the scattering process itself. This is
quantified by the scattering efficiency16 Qsca:
Qsca =
λ2
2pi2r2
∞∑
j=1
(2j + 1) (|aj|2 + |bj|2). (2)
Broadband parameter regions can be therefore identified as to satisfy a low backscattering
ratio defined here as Rb = Qb/Qsca given a non-negligible value of Qsca, otherwise, the low
backscattering is simply due to the absence of the interaction of light with the particle,
which is a trivial case for low backscattering. Results of a parameter sweep are shown in
Fig. 2.a). The results highlight several potential regions of nonmagnetic subwavelength and
wavelength-sized spheres that look suitable. The quantity Qsca is chosen to be at least 2
[3 dB], which characterizes the resonant scattering region16. The analysis is conducted by
a freely available Mie scattering MATLAB code34, given that a sufficiently large number of
multipole moments were retained to ensure convergence. The background material is always
vacuum.
On the other hand, Huygens’ sources are characterized by a wide-angle forward scattering
pattern, while the scattering in the whole backward hemisphere (θ : 90◦ → 180◦ → −90◦)
nearly vanishes. The asymmetry parameter16 g is preferable to judge the backscattering
in this case, being defined as the average (effective) cosine of the angular distribution of
scattering function X(θ, φ)
g = cos(θeff) =
∫
4pi
X(θ, φ) cos(θ) dΩ, (3)
where θ is the angle in the scattering plane, φ is the azimuthal angle, Ω is the solid angle, and
X is a function of the scattering matrix elements S1(θ, φ) and S2(θ, φ) that can be evaluated
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directly for spheres using Mie coefficients, as given by section 4.5 in Ref. [16]. The function
g is independent of the polarization of the illumination in the case of spherical particles
and is ranged between [−1, 1], where 0 indicates an isotropic scattering pattern, 1 means
only θ = 0◦ scattering and −1 only θ = 180◦. Figure 2.b) reveals several octave-spanning
regions of wavelength-sized spheres of permittivity of 1.4 − 2.1 and subwavelength spheres
of permittivity of 1.8 − 2.9, all exhibiting, effectively, a forward scattering pattern defined
here as g ≥ 0.5 (θeff ≤ 60◦), while Qsca ≥ 2 is ensured.
It is important to note that the parameter g is not related, in principle, to the duality
condition. However, and since we consider low permittivity spheres where the scattering
pattern only changes smoothly, ZBS is usually correlated with a reduced scattering in the
backward hemisphere. That is clearly evident by comparing the regions of ZBS in Fig. 2.a)
and the regions of Huygens’ scattering (θeff ≤ 60◦) in Fig. 2.b).
The choice of the more suitable parameter Qb or g to use depends on the application.
Low backscattering efficiency Qb indicates a system of preserved duality symmetry which is
an essential feature for realizing optical activity in an arbitrary direction, optical sorting and
many other applications29,35–37. Alternatively, it is necessary to design a scattering coating
with a wide-angle forward scattering, defined here as 0.7 ≥ g ≥ 0.5 (45◦ ≤ θeff ≤ 60◦)
in order to increase the light trapping in solar cells38, while a needle-like scattering in the
forward direction of g ≥ 0.7 (θeff ≤ 45◦) is required for tractor beams39, for instance.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The experimental validation is done in the microwave domain. Insights can be directly
translated to the optical domain by taking advantage of the scalability of Maxwell’s equa-
tions. This requires the preservation of the wavelength/target size ratio as well as the
electromagnetic properties of the target. The measurements are carried out in the anechoic
chamber of the Centre Commun de Ressources Micro-Ondes (CCRM). Microwave analog ex-
periments have already been allowed to make the experimental proof of Kerker conditions19.
The main features of the experimental facility are the possibility to control the position
of the target under test as needed, the angles of incidence and reception, and the frequency.
Therefore, with all the available mechanical displacement of the transmitting antenna and
receiving antenna, it is possible to make measurements almost across the entire sphere
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FIG. 2: Parameter regions for a) Backscattering ratio Rb below 3%, 10%, 30% and b)
Asymmetry parameter g ≥ 0.9, 0.7, 0.5 (g = cos(θeff) : θeff ≤ 25◦, 45◦, 60◦), while the
scattering efficiency Qsca is at least 2 (resonant interaction) in all the colored areas. The
dashed lines represent the spheres under study of permittivity values 1.9 and 2.6.
surrounding the target. The experimental setup has already been described in several articles
(see Refs. [40,41]). The target under test is placed at the center of the setup on a vertically
expanded polystyrene support considered to be transparent to microwaves. A transmitting
horn antenna is 1.7 meters away from the target and generates a linearly polarized wave
with a frequency ranges from 2 GHz to 18 GHz (or in the wavelength range 16− 150 mm).
Two geometrical configurations are used to measure the scattered field Es. The first
configuration allows the measurement for scattering angles −168◦ → −12◦ (as well as the
angles 12◦ → 168◦) and it uses the displacement of the receiver on a vertical arch, as shown
in Fig. 3.a). The second configuration allows the measurement for scattering angles between
−130◦ and 130◦. It uses the displacement of the receiving antenna in the horizontal plane
7
FIG. 3: Photographs of the experimental microwave setup in the anechoic chamber
showing the two configurations of measuring the full scattering pattern: a) scattering
angles between −168◦ and −12◦ and between 12◦ and 168◦ while the receiver is moving on
a vertical arch, and b) scattering angles between −130◦ and 130◦ while the receiver is
moving horizontally. The target sphere is placed at the center of the setup, 1.7 meters
away from the source (at 180◦). The insets show an actual photograph of the targeted
spheres of permittivity 1.9 (n = 1.38) and 2.6 (n = 1.61).
containing the source, the receiver and the target, see Fig. 3.b). In both configurations, the
receiver is 1.7 meters away from the target. Using both configurations allows constructing
the full scattering pattern of the test object, except for a cone of 24◦ around the backward
direction since the receiver could physically block the transmitting signal. Nevertheless, the
available scattering information is enough to fairly judge the directionality of the scattering
pattern, especially that we are dealing with low refractive index spheres where the scattering
patterns always change smoothly with the angle. More details about the two configurations
can be found in Ref. [19]. In both configurations, the polarization of the incident plane wave
is perpendicular to the plane containing the source, the target and the receiver.
The field scattered by the sphere cannot be obtained in a unique step but it is rather
obtained from the complex subtraction of two different fields: the measured electric field
with the sphere under test is at its place in the chamber (total field) and measured electric
field in the absence of the sphere (incident field). After obtaining the scattered field, a
drift-correction procedure is applied42 to remove the drift errors that could happen due to
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the time delay between the total and incident field. In the end, the drift corrected scattered
field is calibrated, using a measurement of a reference target, to refer the incident field to
a magnitude equal to one and a null phase at the target’s center and allow a quantitative
comparison to simulations.
Two spheres have been chosen for the study, as marked by the dashed lines in Fig. 2. The
first sphere has 50 mm diameter and is made of an air/polystyrene mixture of an effective
real part of the permittivity around 1.9. This sphere is expected to exhibit a narrow-band
forward scattering, with a negligible backward scattering. Alternatively, for a broadband
Huygens’ source (wide-angle forward scattering), the second sphere has 50.75 mm diameter
and made of PMMA material with and an effective real part of the permittivity of 2.6. To
characterize the optical properties of each of the spheres, we rely on the iterative comparison
between its measured scattered field and its calculated scattered field using Mie theory. The
complex permittivity of the particle is chosen as the one corresponding to the best fit, in
the least square sense, between Mie computations and the measured field, considering the
measurement standard deviations. More details can be found in Ref. [43]. Figure 4 shows
the characterized permittivity of both spheres, and in both cases, the imaginary part and
the dispersion effect can be neglected across the whole frequency band under study.
FIG. 4: Characterization of the real (solid) and imaginary (dashed) parts of the
permittivity of both spheres under study. The air/polystyrene sphere shows an effective
real part of the permittivity around 1.9, while the PMMA sphere permittivity is effectively
around 2.6. The characterization process shows that the imaginary part and the dispersion
effect can be neglected across the whole frequency band under study.
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FIG. 5: Measurement results of the scattering pattern 20 log10(|Es(θ)|) for θ:{−168◦, 168◦}
across an extended spectrum 2 GHz - 18 GHz for a) a sphere of permittivity 1.9 and
diameter 50 mm and b) a sphere of permittivity 2.6 and diameter 50.75 mm. The dotted
regions are examples of the parameter regions of interest that exhibit a broadband a)
narrow-angle and b) wide-angle forward scattering, accompanied by Qsca ≥ 2.
The angular distribution of the power of the measured scattered fields (scattering pattern)
of both spheres are shown in Fig. 5, for a varying frequency. The results are shown in the dB
scale that allows to identify both cases when the scattered power is distributed in a narrow
or wide-angle, where in the linear scale, the latter case is overlooked due to the considerable
disparity in the power per unit solid angle, assuming the total scattered power is the same
in both cases.
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The dotted region in Fig. 5.a) for the sphere with the permittivity of 1.9 is the region of
interest that exhibits a narrow-angle (single lobe) forward scattering, accompanied by a high
scattering efficiency as shown by the calculations in Fig. 2. As confirmed by the experiment,
the broadband effect spans a broad spectral band (more than an octave band). Similarly,
the dotted region in Fig. 5.b) for the sphere with the permittivity of 2.6 is a spectrally
broadband region of Huygens-like scattering pattern, as illustrated in Fig. 6, where the wide-
angle forward scattering is achieved for frequencies between 3 − 8 GHz, with a vanishing
scattering at the backward direction as well. For higher frequencies, non-negligible side lobes
appears in the backward direction, as indicated by the arrows in Fig. 5.b).
Figure 6 compares the normalized scattering pattern obtained by the measurement to
the numerical results. Both show an excellent agreement, albeit for a little mismatching at
the forward direction which can be explained by the glare effect; the high sensitivity of the
scattered field extraction procedure at the forward direction that needs a subtraction of two
large comparable quantities: the scattered fields with and without the spheres. For a more
elucidation, the scattering pattern is shown also in polar coordinates (linear scale).
FIG. 6: Scattering pattern (left: dB scale, right: polar coordinates-linear scale) at selected
frequencies from Fig. 5.b) of the sphere of permittivity 2.6 that exhibits a Huygens’
scattering pattern across a broad spectrum (legend shows the excitation frequency value in
GHz). Results of Mie code (solid) show an excellent agreement with the measurement
results (dashed). All the values of the scattering patterns are normalized to the scattering
power at the forward direction 0◦.
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IV. CONCLUSION
The first experimental demonstration of a spectrally-broadband Huygens’s source using
low-index nonmagnetic spherical particles is presented in this article. Parameter regions
that achieve vanishing scattering in the backward hemisphere along with a high scattering
efficiency (a signature of the resonant interaction with light) have been identified as a func-
tion of the materials permittivity and the sphere size, for different values of the effective
scattering angle (or the asymmetry parameter). That allows realizing different types of the
angular distribution of the forward scattering pattern between the two limits of the needle-
like (narrow-angle) pattern and the Huygens-like (wide-angle) pattern. The theory behind
this broadband effect is based on the possibility of nonmagnetic spheres made of materials
of low permittivity to support a large number of comparable resonant electric and magnetic
multipole moments over a broad spectrum (approximate duality)21. This article provides a
novel paradigm for the applications that require subtle engineering of the scattering pattern
over a broad spectrum of frequencies.
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